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Abstract: An image noise level estimation method was presented by using affine reconstruction technique

and the calculated noise sample histogram. The watershed鄄based image segmentation was firstly utilized to

divide the noisy image into several homogenous blocks. Then by applying affine reconstruction technique,

the noiseless affine image signal and the noise residual image were obtained. Noise samples for the

standard deviation values of each segmented patch were calculated from the noise residual image. After

that the histogram of estimated noise samples was described to find out the specific noise level interval

with the most noise samples falling into. Finally, the image noise standard deviation was computed by the

average of noise samples in the selected noise interval. Experiments are implemented to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The presented method could produce accurate and reliable

estimation results for images with rich textures and edges.
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基于仿射重建和噪声散点直方图的图像噪声水平估计
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摘 要院 结合信号仿射重建技术和图像噪声散点直方图，提出了一种图像噪声水平估计方法。首先，

对于输入的噪声图像，采用基于分水岭的图像分割算法，将其分为若干像素均匀的图像块。采用仿射

信号重建算法，实现无噪声的仿射图像信号和噪声余量图的分离和获取。从噪声余量图中计算获取各

图像分块的噪声散粒点，每个散粒点表示各个图块的噪声标准差大小。随后，统计噪声散粒点直方

图，进而确定最多散粒点分布的噪声强度区间。最终的图像噪声标准差估计值由该选择区间内的所

有散粒点标准差均值计算得到。对比实验表明，算法能够进行准确可靠的图像噪声水平估计，对于细

节和边缘丰富的图像效果优异。
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0 Introduction

Image noise is the most common but unpleasant

image distortion along with the image chain of many

imaging systems, such as remote sensing imaging,

microscopy imaging, monitoring imaging, etc. It

occurs in the process of image capture, transmission,

restoration and storage[1]. Therefore, an effective image

noise estimation method is necessary to help evaluate

and improve the quality of the impaired images.

Normally, noise is always assumed as the distribution

of additive white Gaussian noise [ 2] . Many researches

have been carried out to focus on the problem of

estimating the noise level from a single image without

any reference images.

Multi鄄scale transforms are effective tools to

implement image noise estimation, such as wavelet

transform[3-5] . The noise level is measured according

to the subband coefficients after transforming the

noisy image into the frequency domain. Besides, filter鄄

based approaches are very popular to extract the flat

image signal by convolving the noisy image with a

certain designed low鄄pass filter [ 6] . Then image noise

level could be calculated from the difference of noisy

image and the filtered image. Moreover, block鄄based

noise estimation algorithms are also widely used to

segment the image into amount of homogeneous

image patches[7-8]. The uniform image blocks are used

to estimate the signal and noise levels. Furthermore,

recently several excellent noise estimation approaches

have been presented to realize more robust noise level

estimation. Liu et al. proposed the automatic noise

estimation from a single noisy image [ 9 ] . The noise

level function is introduced to illustrate the real noise

distribution as a function of image brightness. Jiang

and Zhang utilized the degree of image features

measured based on statistical hypothesis tests in order

to present a fast and reliable noise estimation

algorithm for additive white Gaussian noise [10]. Pyatykh

et al. proposed an effective and accurate principal

component analysis(PCA) based noise level estimation

method by analyzing image blocks containing only

textures [ 11] . Liu et al. also applied the PCA analysis

techniques to select weak textured image patches and

presented a patch鄄based noise level estimation

algorithm[12]. Although various noise estimation approaches

were proposed, novel accurate image noise level

estimation framework is still the hot research direction

to be applied in many fields.

So as to realize accurate image noise level

estimation, in this paper an image noise estimation

method is presented by using affine reconstruction and

noise sample histogram to deal with the additive white

Gaussian noise. The image segmentation algorithm is

firstly utilized to divide the image into several

homogenous blocks. By using the affine reconstruction

technique, the noiseless image signal is obtained. Then

the image residual is worked out combined with the

input noisy image and the reconstructed noiseless

image signal. The standard deviation values of each

segmented patch are calculated to illustrate the

histogram of noise samples so as to find out the

specific noise level interval with the most noise

samples falling into. Finally, the estimated image

noise level is obtained by the average of noise

samples in the selected histogram interval. The

flowchart of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the presented algorithm

1 Affine image reconstruction

In order to implement effective image noise

estimation, the crucial process is to separate the signal
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and noise components from the input noisy image. In

our algorithm, an affine signal reconstruction model is

introduced in order to reconstruct the affine image,

which is treated as the noiseless signal component.

For the input image patch J, the affine image

reconstruction model could be expressed as the

following optimization problem:

M忆=arg
M

min
沂G

移||J( )-M[ T 1]T||2 (1)

where J ( ) is the pixel value of J, is the

coordinate variable and M represents the affine matrix.

The solution of Eq. (1) is to find out the optimal

affine matrix. It can be written as the following

expression for short as C replaces the part of [ T 1]T

to stand for the coordinate matrix of the input image:

M忆=arg
M

min||J-MC||2 (2)

In order to solve the minimization problem in

Eq.(2), we set the derivative of M忆 as zero, then the

optimal M is obtained with the form as

CTMC-CTJ=0 (3)

where CT is the transposed matrix of the coordinate

matrix C.

With the help of the least squares solution of the

optimal approximation problem in linear algebra, the

optimal affine matrix is finally computed. As the

optimal approximation problem of matrix function is

expressed as

||HTK-B||F=min (4)

The least square solution of T can be written as

the form

T=H+BK+ (5)

where H+ and K+ are the generalized inverse matrixes

of H and K. According to this solution method, the

optimal affine matrix M忆 can be computed as

M忆=(CT)+(CTJ)C+ (6)

where (CT)+ and C+ stand for the generalized inverse

matrix of CT and C, respectively.

Accordingly the affine reconstruction image

signal is reconstructed by multiplying the optimal

affine matrix M忆 by the coordinate matrix C as

Jsignal=M忆伊C (7)

The aim of the optimal solution for Eq. (1) is to

obtain the noiseless affine image signal from the input

noisy image. By effective and smart solving process,

the affine reconstruction result is acquired to help

carry out accurate noise level estimation framework.

2 Image noise level estimation

In this section, the implementation details of the

proposed noise estimation algorithm are introduced. In

this paper, we deal with the noisy image in gray

scale. An example of the presented noise estimation

method is shown in Fig. 2. In this example, a noisy

image with additive white Gaussian noise is input to

test the performance of the method, which is shown

in Fig.2 (a). The process results of the presented

framework are illustrated in Fig.2(b)-(c), respectively.

The details would be explained in the following

sections.

(a) Original noisy image (Added (b) Watershed segmentation

Gaussian noise standard result

deviation is 0.0117 and the

estimated noise standard

deviation is 0.0118)

(c) Affine image signal (d) Residual image

reconstruction result

Fig.2 An example of the presented image noise level estimation

method

2.1 Watershed鄄based image segmentation

Image segmentation is an effective way to select

homogenous patches of the image in order to estimate
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the noise level. In our algorithm, the watershed-based

image segmentation algorithm[13] is used to divide the

noisy image into several blocks with similar size.

Watershed segmentation algorithm treats the image as

a "topographic map". The adjacent image block is

segmented by the "catchment basins" and the "dividing

lines". Therefore, the original noisy image J in Fig.2(a)

is completely segmented into the image patch set as

expressed:

J=UiJi袁i=1袁2袁噎袁m (8)

where JiIJk= when i屹k. m is the total number of

the segmented patches. The segmented image is

illustrated in Fig.2(b). The parameter of the segmented

algorithm, which is set to tune the patch size, is

selected as 2 to determine the proper segmentation size.

2.2 Image residual

For each image patch obtained in Section 2.1,

the pixel intensity is considered as the similar level.

In order to calculate accurate noise level, the affine

reconstruction process introduced in Section 1 is

utilized to the segmented image patches so as to

extract the image signal. The image signal

reconstruction result is referred to Jsignal, which

represents the uniform signal map of all of the

segmented image blocks, as shown in Fig.2(c). It can

be seen from Fig.2(c) that the noiseless signal image

patches are obtained effectively.

After the procedure of image reconstruction, the

estimated image residual could be calculated from the

difference between the input noisy image J and the

reconstructed image signal Jsignal, as shown in Fig.2(d),

which is expressed as

Jresidual=J-Jsignal (9)

2.3 Histogram of the estimated noise samples

Following the above mentioned algorithm steps,

the standard deviation values of each image patch in

the residual image are computed from Jresidual to obtain

the estimated noise standard deviation set { i}, where

i=1袁2袁噎袁m. m is the total number of the segmented

patches mentioned in Section 2.1. For the estimated

noise sample set { i}, the values contain both the real

noise component and subtle texture variation. A proper

estimated value is expected to be selected from the set

by the histogram of the estimated noise samples.

The calculated noise standard deviation values

distribute over a wide range. The entire range is

divided into several small uniform intervals, with the

value interval length as 0.005. Then the numbers of

estimated noise samples belonging to each section are

counted. Accordingly, the histogram of the estimated

noise samples for Fig.2(a) is illustrated in Fig.3 to show

the distribution of numbers in each interval.

Fig.3 Histogram of the estimated noise samples

2.4 Final noise estimation

Afterwards, the interval with the most samples

falling in is chosen. For the noisy image example in

Fig.2 (a), the noise sample interval is set as 0.005.

According to the histogram distribution of the

estimated noise samples in Fig.3, the selected noise

level interval is [0.010,0.015]. The final image noise

standard deviation estimation is obtained by the

average of estimated noise values belonging to the

selected interval. For the noisy image in Fig.2 (a), the

added Gaussian noise standard deviation is 0.011 7

and the estimated noise standard deviation value from

Fig.3 is 0.011 8.

3 Experimental results and discussion

An image noise estimation example is shown in

Fig.2, with the estimated noise value in the image

caption.

Moreover, a couple of experiment images are

also used to test the performance of the proposed

approach, which are illustrated in Fig.4. The estimation
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Fig.4 Test images with the size of 512伊512

ratio (ER) [14] is used to measure the accuracy of the

noise estimation method, which is defined as the

following

ER= estimated

added

(10)

where estimated and added are the estimated and added

white Gaussian noise standard deviation values. We

compare the proposed noise estimation method with

other three excellent methods[15-16,11]. The ER results of

the compared algorithms for the tested images are

shown in Fig.5.

(a) Method in Ref.[15]

(b) Method in Ref.[16]

(c) Method in Ref.[11]

(d) Proposed method

Fig.5 Estimated ratio results

For perfect noise estimation, ER evaluation

values should be 1 for all different noise levels. From

Fig.5 we can see that the results obtained by Ref.[15]

and [16] are relatively inaccurate among the low noise

level range. The estimation errors tend to decrease as

the noise level becomes higher, but still not so good.

While the proposed method achieve the close

performance result compared with the excellent noise

estimation approach in Ref. [11]. ER values are small

for the whole noise level range.

Besides, another two evaluation indexes are

calculated to test the estimation error. The mean value

and the variance value of the estimation errors are

expressed as

=
移

Num

i=1 (i)

Num
(11)

2

=
移

Num

i=1 ( (i)- )2

Num-1
(12)

where Num is the total number of the tested images. In

our experiment, Num=6; (i) is the absolute estimation

error between the true and the estimated noise standard
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Noise

(standard deviation)
4

Ref.[15] 2.33

Ref.[16] 1.57

6

1.92

1.35

8 10

1.62 1.44

1.17 0.88

12

1.30

0.63

14 16 18 20

1.17 1.09 0.98 0.88

0.75 0.52 0.82 0.46

Ref.[11] 0.39 0.36 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.20 0.24

Proposed method 0.35 0.48 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.34 0.15 0.18 0.24

S126002-6

Tab.1 Estimation error mean values with different noise levels

Tab.2 Estimation error variance values with different noise levels

Noise

(standard deviation)
4

Ref.[15] 3.68

Ref.[16] 1.34

6

2.86

0.65

8 10

2.15 1.70

0.79 0.37

12

1.36

0.21

14 16 18 20

1.14 0.92 0.73 0.71

0.12 0.25 0.31 0.18

Ref.[11] 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.03

Proposed method 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.05

deviation, which is computed as (i)=| estimated- added|. The evaluation result is shown in Tab.1 and Tab.2.

It is easy to conclude from Tab.1 and Tab.2 that

compared with the two methods in Ref.[15] and [16],

the proposed noise estimation approach obtains smaller

estimation error mean values and variance values for

the whole noise level range. It has a superior

evaluation performance. As to the comparison with the

method in Ref. [11], the evaluation results are similar

and both the mean values and the variance values of

the estimation errors are at a low level, which

demonstrates that our presented approach reaches the

similar noise level estimation error with the advanced

designed algorithm proposed in Ref. [11] and could

provide accurate image noise estimation.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, an image noise estimation approach

is presented for the additive white Gaussian noise,

combined with the affine reconstruction model and the

histogram of noise samples. After the image

segmentation process, the affine image signal of each

image patch with similar size is obtained with affine

reconstruction technology. Then the residual image is

computed from the difference of the input noisy image

and the signal image in order to calculate the standard

deviation value of each block. Finally, the noise

standard deviation level is estimated by the average of

the selected interval from the noise sample histogram

with most number of noise samples within the range.

Experiments are carried out to show the accurate and

reliable performance of the proposed approach.

The future work is to focus on the speed up the

program to apply the method on the real鄄time image

system.
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